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ABSTRACT 
Decision making is a rational process. It wi I be irrational to claim that there 

would be no biases in rational decision-making process. Investment decisions are no 
exception to this. It is common that Behavioral eler ents in the investment decision are 
ignored either in stock market or in the working cflPital or capital budgeting decision 
by SMEs. This paper aims to study the d~fferent components of Behavioral finance 
that will impact the poor financwl peiformance 0 Small and Medium size Enterprises 
(SMEs). The research is based on prevailing tit .rature on behavioral finance and 
SMEs. The authors have made an attempt to use the available literature relevant to 
Behavioral finance, poor financial peifonnance if SMEs and behavioral biases in 
investment decisions. After reviewing the various research papers, the authors have 
ident(fied that behavioral compc·nents have a dire t or indirect impact on the financial 
decision ofSMEs which in tum affects the peiform l nee of SMEs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As quoted by the ec€momist, "Finance is defined as the study of how scare resources are 
allocated by humans, and how these resources are managed (working capital decision), 
acquired (capital structure decision) and invested (cap~tal budgeting decision) over time" . The 
traditional finance th~ories were frcmed based on a premise of rationality. It is assumed that 
all the market agents' are rational. The economist presumed that market agents interpret the 
newly available information and make the market effi~ient. The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
(EMH) is one of tl]e important contributions to the field of finance. EMH helps in 
understanding the financial market and market agents. I(Shiller, 2003) pointed out that, around 
1970's EMH theory had become more prevalent in academic circles. However, these theories 
failed in understandin,g the human behavior associatel with the investment decision process. 
Therefore, the new discipline called Behavioral inance was found which combines 
psychology and finance. According to (Ricciardi & jimon, 2000), "Behavioral Finance is a 
study that attempts t(]) explain and enhance the understanding of the reasoning patterns of 
investors, which incll\des the emoti':mal processes anj the extent to which they influence the 
investment decision-making proces:;." From the abov literature it is evident that behavioral 
finance attempts to explain the finance and investment, from human behavior perspective. 

Behavioral financ~ theories are more focused in nderstanding the cognitive, social and 
emotional biases of i\1Vestors and to analyze how these biases influence the market prices, 
returns, and allocatiq>ll of resources. Therefore, Bfl havioral finance is a contemporary 
discipline that applies the theories (If the psychology 0 understand the behavior of investors 
and financial markets.1 

Today's right decision will decide tomonow's suc ess. Choosing the right alternative that 
I 

fits the situation is th~ crux of the decision making. ~inancial decision making is backed up 
with different behavioral biases and therefore it becomes very important for the decision 
maker to understand the behavioral biases and make decisions prudently. Large companies 
can withstand a wrong investment decision since they ave large financial reserves to sustain. 
But fOf the SMEs, one wrong financial decision pU'S its future survival at stake. Finance 
managers of SMEs Have to take a short tenn financial decision like investment in working 
capital and long term investment decisions like capital!budgeting. Thus financial managers of 
SMEs should be more careful and aware of behavioral attributes which impacts on investment 
decision process. 

2. NEED FOR THE STUDY 
Decision making in large organizations are a planned wocess supported by data analytics, but 
small and medium enterprises cannot afford to inves~ in recruiting experts to analyze data. 
Lack of access to the latest technology in data analyti~s, the financial decisions in SMEs are 
based on the manager1s experience and personal judgnhent. The decision makers in SMEs are 
influenced by different behavioral biases like herd be~avior, anchoring, overconfidence, self
attribution bias and so ion. It was found in the study that. 

Entrepreneurs of $MEs are found to be usually 0t erconfident while taking the financial 
decisions (Simon Getfyais, November, 2009). The authors have identified the gap to link 
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between the poor financial perfomumce and the beha 
related to SMEs. 

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
• 	 To identify the behavioral biases that influen 

SMEs. 

• 	 To identify the reasons for poor financial perfo 

4. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

4.1. Review of literature related 1to behavioral fi 

al Performance of SMES: A Review 

Tioral aspects of investment decisions 

es the financial decision making of 

ance of SMEs. 

Rational and irrational decisions made by individuals epend on personality traits, cognitive 
bias and heuristics. Personality constructs namely risk t1king, self-awareness, locus of control 
and self-awareness will significantJy influence investlIl~nt decisions. Even the emotions and 
moods of a person whether pleasant or unpleasant ould influence the decision making 
process. Distorted thinking like self-talk, memory devil/anger and drawing inappropriate and 
misleading comparison of investment schemes influen e the decision making. Goals of the 
investors would decide investor's behavior (Mathews, 2 1 13). 

According to (Athur, 2014), the individual investo s investment decisions are correlated 
with the behavioral biases like 'Overconfidenc '; 'Representativeness'; 'Herding'; 
'Anchoring'; 'Cognitive Dissonance; 'Regret Aver ion'; 'Gamblers' Fallacy'; 'Mental 
Accounting' 'Prospect Theory'; 'Hindsight Bias' and rn~ny other heuristic biases. 

Awareness about the biases may not avoid losses bLt will help in minimizing the losses. 
Long term investment will smoothen the short-term huctuations of the market. Portfolio 
planning should be part of the successful investment d cision. Emotional control is essential 
when markets are highly volatile, therefore investor sh uld not take irrational decisions and 
make the market even more volatile (~;uresh, 2013). 

EMH was proved based on the premise of rational ty, but none of the economist could 
explain few questions like: 'why markets outperform 0 underperform?' 'Why do individual 
investors trade?', 'why do returns vary across stocks for reasons other than risk?' Therefore, 
to answer these questions, a new discipline called beha[ ioral finance was introduced, which 
mainly studies the human behavior involved in investmer t decisions. 

After studying different reviews which supports ra,ionality and irrationality of decision 
making in stock market, the researchers conducted a surrey to find out that most of the times 
irrational behavior exists in decision making. It was ev~dent from the study that investment 
decision making is influenced by fimncial astrologer aj?ice, panicking behavior due to bad 
news and self-attribution bias which the claim for su cess is due to their knowledge and 
analysis and failure is attributed to bad luck (Kapse & M ta Keswani, 2010). 

Individual decision making are highly influenced ,y the intuitions and heuristics. The 
different heuristics which influence decision maki g include availability heuristics, 
representativeness heuristics, anchoring heuristics and feet heuristics. Decision making is 
also influenced by various biases like confidence and ptimum bias, confirmation bias and 
herding effect (Halaba & Ali Coskun, :WI6). 

Capital budgeting decisions are taken by the manag rs in small and medium firms. They 
tend to take decision with little or no data about the future outcomes. In this decision process 
it is evident that managers tend to be overconfident ~bjllt the outcomes. Over confidence is 
the key trait that differentiates between managers of SMtls and large organizations. 
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In large organizations, there will be a ~ell-definL procedure framed by the experts for 
making capital budgeting decision which is unco+on among small and medium firms. 
Because of overconfidence, they overdo the invest~ent and overestimate the future cash 
inflows and discounts the future ca~;h inflows with lower cost of capital and get into trouble in 
future (Simon Gervais, November,W09). 

Daniel Kahnemalil and Amos Tversky (1979) in roduced the concept of-framing. They 
identified few psych010gical principles that govern te perception of decision problems. It 
was found that evaluation of prcbabilities and ou\comes produced predictable shifts of 
preference when the same problem lis framed in differdnt ways. 

Abhijeet Chandra (2008) studid the behavioral f~ctors and psychology which influences 
their decision making. They found Ihat investors are 10t always rational and their investment 
decisions are influenc~d to a greater extent by behavioral factors like greed and fear, cognitive 
dissonance, heuristics, mental accounting, and anchor ng. The other finding of their research 
was that investors display risk-seeking behavior and avoid selling stocks when faced with 
loss. Investors segreg;ate their inve:~tments into separ te mental accounts created to meet a 
specific investment objective. There is suggestive evidence that these emotional and 
behavioral factors need to be incorporated in the investment strategies formulated for 
individual investors. I'nvestors while taking investme t decisions must consider these biases 
as a risk factor associ~ted with their investment portfolios. 

Misal D M (2013) opines that the irrational beha ior of investors could be attributed to 
two major mistakes of' investors which lead into irratiobality. Firstly overconfidence resulting 
in excessive trading aAd Secondly, the tendency of holding a losing investment as a result of 
regret aversion. 

Dr Vikram (2013), in his paper "Applying Beha 'oral Finance by analyzing investors ' 
behavior in Lucknowi city" opines that investors a:nalyze the market sentiments before 
investing and after active participation in investment l they are addicted to market analysis 
which ends in excessiv;e trading. He ,:uso found that investors become optimistic at the time of 
loss and that anchoring plays an imf,ortant role in deci ion making as investors rely more on 
new information and a~just their deci sions. 

Dr Mahabaleshwara Bhatt H S (~:01O) studied the tnading behavior of investors during the 
period 1998- 2008. He.found that there was a remarkab e shift from rationality to irrationality 
as there were middle ihcome group a.nd lower middle Income group people who entered the 
market by investing their small saving expecting huge ~rofits without even analyzing the risk 
associated with the investment. And further he investi1ated whether Indian investors were in 
investment trap. I 

Daiva Iurevincience, Olga Ivanova (2013) condu9ted a research survey among literate 
Lithuanian households , to find the importance of behfvioral finance theories in household 
decision making and the dependency between behavioql.l factor and financial decisions. They 
found that some characreristics (such as the winner's curse effect or loss aversion) are similar 
to those established byl scientists of behavioral econordics and some characteristics (absence 
of the market impact)l are unique. They also found that when investors are faced with 
uncertainty, investor behavior becomes irrational depen ing on the degree of risk. 

Rahul Subash, (201h ) aims to fi nd the influence o ' certain identified behavioral finance 
concepts (or biases), Iname1y, Overconfidence, Repr sentativeness, Herding, Anchoring, 
Cognitive Dissonance,1 Regret Avt:rsion, Gamblers' Fallacy, Mental Accounting, and 
Hindsight Bias, on the decision makirg process of indivrual investors categorized into young 
investors and experiended investors ~n the Indian Stoc Market. His study reveals that the 
degree of exposure to the biases separated the behavio al pattern of young and experienced 
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investors. ~amb}ers' Fallacy, Anchoring and Hiodsigh biases were 'seen to affect the young 
investors significantly more than exp~rienced investor:s 

4.2. Review of literature related to poor financia performance of SMEs 
Success and failure have equal chance to happen in a1 y business. In this study, both critical 
factors for success and failures have been discussed. Th success factors include service to the 
customer, know-how of the business and leadership of he manager (which depends upon the 
experience). Lack of access to financial capital and ina equate infrastructure and government 
policies are the critical factors for failure (Naqvi). 

(Jonisiu Ndinomwene Kambwale, Clever Chisor , & Anis Mahomed Karodia, 2015) 
conclude that major reasons for failure of SMEs are ina propriate financial management, poor 
planning, lack of capital and access 10 find and insuffia:ient training and education. From the 
survey, they have identified that poor financial supp01 and lack of managerial skills are the 
reasons for the poor performance of S,MEs. 

(Fatoki, 2014) points out that the high failure ra,e of business would slow down the 
economic growth and employment rate. He classified tfo reasons for failure namely; internal 
reasons which include lack of management experien e, lack of functional skills and staff 
training and negative attitude towards the customers. e external reasons they include lack 
of finance and non-availability of logistics and rising c sts of doing business. There is a need 
for training for managers on investment decision. 

(Kalane, 2015) identified various reasons for fail re of SMEs in South Africa which 
includes 

Lack of control over cash flows and lack of knowle ge of financial decision making skills, 
poor cash flow management, high competition, poof working capital management and 
infighting among the partners, lack of managerial ski Is and lack of planning, poor credit 
management and inappropriate use of business funds. 

(Vijayakumar & G Rajendra, 2015) found that many SMEs had few teething problems in 
sett!ng up the business,. and finally they h~d to yqUida' the ~usiness a~ the infancy stage .of 
busmess only. The varIOUS reasons fiX faIlure IOciude manclal, operatIOnal and managenal 
issues. 

(Hoque, 20] 7) It was observed that own savings an loan from friends and relatives is the 
primary source of financing and micro credit is the ]secondary source of financing. The 
interesting points to note that earning from the existin~ business were used to meet family 
expenditures. So it is evident that mental accounting ias is having significant influence on 
the financial management of SMEs. 

I 
(Ahmad, 2009) Lack of research before making a investment is one of the behavioral 

biases associated with business failure. Misinterpretation of market demand, locating the 
office at wrong place, inability to find suitable business artners and inability to select reliable I 

suppliers are some of the reasons for business failures. 

(Giardino, Wangm, & Abraham, :W14) in their stud "Why Early Stage Software Fail: a 
Behavioral Approach", did in-depth malysis of reason of failure of sprawling businesses. 
They classified the journey of the corrpanies into two stages i.e. early (actual) and behavioral. 
They found that many companies fail at behavioral s9ge which requires being dynamic in 
decision making at turbulent situations. And they coocluded by stating that inconsistent 
decision making strategies is the majo: reason for failur 
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Table 1 Linking the literature relating to behavioral biases and poor performance of SMEs. 
I 

Authors Behavioral component of 
decision making ~uthors Reasons for sickness 

Jonishl Ndinomwene Inappropriate financial 

Suresh Emotional control .-
Kamtwale, Clever 
Chi oro, & Anis 

decision making, poor 
planning, lack of d~ision 

MahGmed Karodia makingskiils 
Kapse & Mamta 
Keswani and Dr 
Mahebaleshwara 

Bhalt HS and Daiva 
Jurevinciene, Olga 

Ivanova 

Irrationality of decision 
making F~toki, 2014 

! 

lack of management 
experience, lack of 

functional skills, lack of 
finance and non-availability 

of logistic 

Lack ofknowledge of 
financial decision making 

Halaba & Ali Coskun Heuristics KaJane, 2015 
skills, poor cash flow 

management, high 
competition, poor working 

capital management 
Simon Gervais and 
Rahul Subash and 

Misal DM 
Overconfidence Vijayakumar & G 

RUjendra, 
Financial, operational and 

managerial 

Lack of research before 

I making an investment is one 
of the behavioral elements 

Daniel Kahneman 
and Amos Tversky 

Perception of decision 
problerrtS 

Ah~ad, 2009 
associated with business 

failure. Misinterpretation of 

I 
market, locating the office at 
wrong place, inability to find 

suitable business "'partners 

Abhijeet Chandra 
And Rahul Subash 

and Dr Vikram 

Behavioral facton: like greed 
and fear, cognitive 

dissonance and optimistic 
toward Joss 

Giardino, Wangm, & 
Apraham 

I I 

Inconsistent decision making 
strategies 

5. CONCEPTUAL FRAME"'ORK 
A conceptual framework have been developed in order to explain how behavioral biases 
influence the decision making process leading to poor1performance of SMEs. It was evident 
from the above literatl,'lre review that decision miling! skills of managers like expertise in a 
specific domain, problem solving skills, conflict handli~g etc in SMEs have a direct impact on 
the perfOlmance of SMEs (Fatoki, 2014). 

Table 2 A conceptual framework indicating how behaviorallbiases influence decision making leading 
to poor performance 

Oecisi o 
Making. 

I 

I 

f"Be Ilavioral Biases infl uencing
L decision maki ngJ 

II 
• 
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Poor 
Perform ance 

ofSMEs 
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or 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
With an expected growth of $ 5 triLion Indian econo y by 2025, the major focus has been 
diverted towards strengthening the SME sector leading to job creation, boosting 
entrepreneurship adding to the GDP. By realizing th significance of SMEs contribution to 
the GDP, the Honorable Prime Minister of India, ShriJ Narendra Modi has introduced many 
schemes -like Public Procurement Policy, Pradhan M ntri MUDRA Yojana, and Make in 
India, Startup India, and Skill India tD uplift the SMEs. However, the growth rate of SMEs is 
as low as 8% which indicates that there is a gap ill the performance. The authors have 
attempted to study the reasons behind the gap in perfotmance and were able to point out the 
behavioral problems involved in decision making all one of the major constraint to be 
addressed. The other r,easons for th ~ poor perform an ,e of SMEs include poor managerial 
skills, poor working capital decision, inappropriate utHi ' ation of funds, lack of availability of 
funds on time, inability to find suitable business partne IS, inability to select reliable suppliers, 
fail to market the product, lack of government support, poor credit management, poor 
business decision, lack of training on managerial sIflls, high competition, inappropriate 
location of the plant, over confideno~ in decision ma~ng and insufficient infrastructure and 
lack of leadership skills. J 

To have sustainable growths of SMEs, authors ha~e suggests to impart special training 
programmes to the Personnel involved in decision mak ng. This will enable the Personnel to 
gain knowledge about the different behavioral biases involved in decision making and be 
more cautious while taking key del~isions in the anization. This in turn leads to the 
betterment of SMEs. 
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